Entertain. Engage. Educate.
The Lego Movie 2: The Second Part
February 8 | PG
It's been five years since everything was
awesome and the citizens are facing a huge
new threat: LEGO DUPLO® invaders from
outer space, wrecking everything faster than
they can rebuild.

Missing Link
April 12 | PG
Mr. Link recruits an explorer to help find his
long-lost relatives in the fabled valley of
Shangri-La. Along with adventurer Adelina
Fortnight, the trio travels the world to help
their new friend.

How to Train Your Dragon: Hidden World
February 22 | PG
As Hiccup fulfills his dream of creating a
peaceful dragon utopia, Toothless discovers
an untamed, elusive mate. When danger
mounts, dragon and rider must make
impossible decisions to save their kind.

Penguins
April 17 | G
*$5.00 special ticket price
Steve the penguin is on a quest to find a life
partner and start a family, but nothing
comes easy in the icy Antarctic.

Captain Marvel
March 8 | PG-13
Carol Danvers becomes one of the
universe's most powerful heroes when Earth
is caught in the middle of a galactic war
between two alien races.

Avengers: Endgame
April 26 | PG-13
With the help of remaining allies, the
Avengers must assemble once more in
order to undo Thanos' actions and restore
order to the universe once and for all.

Wonder Park
March 15 | PG
Wonder Park tells the story of a magnificent
amusement park where the imagination of a
wildly creative girl named June comes alive.

UglyDolls
May 3
The free-spirited UglyDolls confront what it
means to be different, struggle with a
desire to be loved, and ultimately discover
who you truly are is what matters most.

Dumbo
March 29 | PG
A young elephant, whose oversized ears
enable him to fly, helps save a struggling
circus. When the circus plans a new venture,
Dumbo and his friends discover dark secrets
beneath its shiny veneer.

Pokemon: Detective Pikachu
May 10 | PG-13
In a world where people collect Pokémon to
do battle, a boy comes across an intelligent
talking Pikachu who seeks to be a detective.

Shazam!
April 5 | PG-13
We all have a superhero inside us, it just
takes a bit of magic to bring it out. When
Billy Batson shouts out one word - SHAZAM!
– he turns into the adult superhero Shazam.

Aladdin
May 24
A live-action retelling of the 1992 Disney
film of the same name.

The Best of Enemies
April 5 | PG-13
Civil rights activist Ann Atwater faces off
against C.P. Ellis, Exalted Cyclops of the Ku
Klux Klan, in 1971 Durham, North Carolina
over the issue of school integration.

The Secret Life of Pets 2
June 7
Max the terrier is back for more adventures
in the sequel to The Secret Life of Pets.

*Dates and Titles subject to change. Film titles may not be available at all Cinemark Theatre locations.
Reference www.commonsensemedia.org for information on a film’s MPAA rating.

